Side transfers aren’t the only reason you need to flip your armrest out of the way.

Infinite options for infinite body shapes. Our rehab seating range is easily adjustable or can be custom designed to a fixed position. It’s whatever you need.

A full range of advanced control systems and environmental controls are available. Easy to program and easy to use.

“FINALLY A WHEELCHAIR THAT GETS ME TO THE TOP OF MY DRIVEWAY. SOMETIMES IT’S THE LITTLE THINGS LIKE BEING ABLE TO COLLECT MY OWN MAIL THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE”

Sue
United Kingdom
FRONTIER V4 FRONT WHEEL DRIVE

A powered wheelchair for those who know what they want. The V4 FWD offers a great solution to some of life’s most tricky corners. The thinking person’s chair, the V4 FWD is designed for those who are asking themselves the question about getting around their homes with ease, using desks and tables or driving frequently. Choose off-road or hybrid wheels to ensure you get the best powerchair for your lifestyle.

Basic specifications:**
(AT wheels and castors):
- Length: 995mm
- Width: 710mm (670mm with Hybrid wheels)
- Seat to floor height: 435mm
- Turning radius: 520mm
- Weight limit: 182kg (400lbs), 155kg (340lbs) with lift and tilt
- Top speed: 10kph (6.2mph)
- Motors: 800W Gear in Line
- Wheels: Off-road 14” black, Hybrid 14”x3” grey and black
- Castors: Off-road and Hybrid (2.50-4)
- Gel Batteries
- Penny and Giles controller with LCD display (R-Net)
- Centre post legrest with one piece footplate
- Sling backrest and rehab seat pan (from 12”-24” wide)
- Crash test compliant tie down points.

Rehab positioning:
- Power seat options: 12” lift, tilt (45 degrees), lift and tilt, transfer tilt with tilt only, transfer tilt with lift and tilt, power recline, lay down, power elevating legrests
- Seating and Backrests: MPS, rehab backrest, adjustable seat pans and custom seating
- Headrests and mounts: MPS, rehab
- Legrests: Centre post, swingaway, power and manual elevating
- Footplates: 1 or 2 piece fixed/flip up/angle adjustable, any custom requirement
- A full range of armpads, straps, pads, harness, restraints, supports are all available from our extensive catalogue.

Options and accessories:
- One-click activator (CJSM 2 or JSM joystick)
- Fold forward back
- Retractable docking pin
- Puncture resistant tyre liners (off-road wheels only)
- 24V LED Lighting kit
- 12V Accessory socket and 2 x USB charger
- Jack
- Luggage rack, bag hooks, bags, pockets, tables, drinks holder, oxygen and vent carriers
- Special controls: Attendant, head, chin, foot, sip and puff, environmental controls all available
- RAM mounting system (tablet and swing away tablet holder, mobile phone holder, swing away camera mount, attendant cup holder, action camera holder and cup holder).

The right wheelchair for:*  
- Adventurous off-road recreation
- Country living and working
- Urban outdoor living and working
- Roomy indoor spaces.

Base options:

ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Working together, we can figure out how to make your wheelchair uniquely yours. We know the small touches make a big difference.

BUILT TO LAST

We never compromise on quality. With your wheelchair as your mobility, reliability is paramount. We’d much rather spend time improving our products than repairing them.

ENGINEERED TO THE LAST BOLT

If we think we can make it better, we will. Our in-house engineering team are hands on, working side by side with customers and therapists. The entire Magic team work continuously on how we can improve the experience from choosing a Magic Mobility wheelchair to its performance in the places you want to go.

Proudly Australian Designed and Made

We love that our product is made in Australia. We love meeting our customers, hearing their ever changing needs and taking it back to the drawing board.